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ARTICLES

Commentaries


Journal Articles

1. Alexander, Dayna S.; Livingood, William C.; Marshall, Nandi A.; Peden, Angela; Toal, Russ; Shah, Gulzar H. Dr.; Wright, Alesha; Cummings, Purity; Gonzalez, Ketty; and Woodhouse, Lynn (2013) "Assessing a Quality Improvement Project in a Georgia County Health Department," *Frontiers in Public Health Services and Systems Research*: Vol. 2: No. 6, Article 3. Available at: [http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol2/iss6/3](http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol2/iss6/3)


9. Green, Lawrence W.; Ottoson, Judith M.; García, César; Hiatt, Robert A.; and Roditis, Maria L. (2014) "Diffusion theory and knowledge dissemination, utilization and integration," *Frontiers in*


20. Marshall, Nandi A.; Livingood, William C.; Peden, Angela; Shah, Gulzar H.; Toal, Russ; Alexander, Dayna; Wright, Alesha; Jump, Sandra; Freeman, Shelby; Davis, Kay; Woodhouse, Lynn; and Penix, Kellie (2013) "Evaluating Quality Improvement to Improve HIV Reporting," *Frontiers in Public Health Services and Systems Research*: Vol. 2: No. 7, Article 5. Available at: [http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol2/iss7/5](http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol2/iss7/5)


28. Park, Chin S. MBA, RN; Byon, Hado MS, MPH, RN; Keeling, Jonathan W. PhD; Beitsch, Leslie M. MD, JD; and Merrill, Jacqueline A. PhD, MPH, RN (2013) "Preliminary Findings from an Interventional Study using Network Analysis to Support Management in Local Health
Departments in Florida,"Frontiers in Public Health Services and Systems Research: Vol. 2: No. 6, Article 6. Available at: http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol2/iss6/6


32. Shah, Gulzar H. MStat, MS, PhD; Luo, Huabin PhD; and Sotnikov, Sergey PhD (2014) "Public Health Services Most Commonly Provided by Local Health Departments in the United States,"Frontiers in Public Health Services and Systems Research: Vol. 3: No. 1, Article 2. Available at: http://uknowledge.uky.edu/frontiersinphssr/vol3/iss1/2


COMMUNICATIONS OR PROMOTIONS

Earned Media

http://works.bepress.com/glen_mays/165/


**Podcasts**

“RE-ACT: Disparities in Access to Public Water and Sewer Service in North Carolina-Interview with Dr. Jacqueline MacDonald Gibson,” hosted by Dr. Paul Halverson. RE-ACT, the Research-to-Action in Public Health Delivery podcast, supports evidence-based practice for public health agencies. Episodes include interviews with key figures in PHSSR, as well as discussions of research in progress and emerging Public Health PBRN study findings. Aired April 2014. Available at: [http://www.publichealthsystems.org/content/re-act-podcast-series](http://www.publichealthsystems.org/content/re-act-podcast-series)

**SoundCloud**


**Blogs**


http://nbchnewsletter.blogspot.com/2014/05/rwjf-calls-for-public-health-services.html

Science Blogs: Posted by *The Pump Handle*. Krisberg, K. In tight fiscal times, National Public Health week highlights the return on public health investments. (Glen Mays). December 26, 2013. Retrieved from:  


**Grantee Profiles**


IUPUI health informatics professor received $100,000 grant as an early-career scholar. *IUPUI Newsroom*. (PHSSR grantee Brian Dixon). February 7, 2014. Retrieved from:  


Bay Area Bites (BAB), KQED’s public media food blog, NPR Food. Amid Fields of Plenty, A Farmworker’s Wife Struggles to Feed her Family. (PHSSR grantee Sarah Ramirez). December 18, 2013. Retrieved from:  


Websites

www.publichealthsystems.org. Re-designed Website created to facilitate public access to information about Public Health Services and Systems Research. Lexington, KY: National Coordinating Center for PHSSR and Public Health Practice-Based Research Networks National Coordinating Center at the University of Kentucky

Newsletters


Brochures


Social Media

LinkedIn
Coordinating Center for Public Health Services & Systems Research, Main group and 4 subgroups, 1049 members as of September 2014.

Twitter
National Coordinating Center for PHSSR @CPHSSR, 2,192 followers as of September 2014. Main group and 3 subgroups.

Google+
National Coordinating Center for PHSSR. 13 followers, 1,603 views as of September 2014.
facebook
National Coordinating Center for Public Health Services & Systems Research. Community. 171 Total Page Likes as of September 2014.

YouTube
National Coordinating Center for PHSSR. 147 videos as of September 2014.

EDUCATION OR TOOLKITS


MEETINGS OR CONFERENCES

Presentations


23. Public Health PBRN Monthly Virtual Meeting: Research in Progress Presentation: TN PBRN Measuring Change in Service Delivery. Paul Erwin, MD, DrPh; Anne Kershenbaum, MD, MPH; and Margaret Knight, PhD, MPH. Lexington, KY. January 2014. Available at: http://www.publichealthsystems.org/public-health-pbrn-research-progress-webinars


33. PHSSR Research-in-Progress Webinar: Collaborative Governance to Support Exchange of Public Health-Relevant Data. Holly Jarman, PhD, Center for Law, Ethics & Health, University


46. PHSSR Partner’s Virtual Meeting, Ross Brownson discussing “Expanding Capacity for Evidence-based Local Public Health: Results of the LEAD Public Health Study”. September 4, 2013. Lexington, KY. http://connect.uky.edu/p37k2e3ycu0/

47. PHSSR Partner’s Virtual Meeting, Discussion: PHSSR Research on Public Health Services Sharing: Emerging Evidence and Future Directions, moderated by Gianfranco Pezzino, MD, MPH, Co-Director, Center for Sharing Public Health Services, and Panelists: Justeen Hyde, PhD, Massachusetts Public Health PBRN, Nancy Young, MPA, Wisconsin Public Health PBRN, William C. Livingood, Jr., PhD, Florida Public Health PBRN. December 10, 2013. Lexington, KY. Recording available at: https://connect.uky.edu/p247lpae5pi


REPORTS


